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NEW TITLES
AA.VV. GIOVANI LEONI
MARTA ZURA-PUNTARONI GEO. GRANDE ERA ONIRICA
ANDREA CISI THE FLOOD

HIGHLIGHTS
CLAUDIA DURASTANTI CLEOPATRA GOES TO PRISON
ALESSIO TORINO TINA
GIORDANO MEACCI THE BOAR WHO SHOT LIBERTY
VALANCE
MARCO PEANO THE INVENTION OF MOTHER
PAOLO COGNETTI SOFIA ALWAYS WEARS BLACK

NEW TITLE FEBRUARY 2017

FICTION

AA. VV.
GIOVANI LEONI

8 What happens when grandparents learn the future, technology and those things that they
call “wizardry”? Nine Italian writers narrate the future on the
threshold of a radical change
of urban forms and life styles.
From the Neapolitan woman who,
at the age of 70, follows her friends’
lives on Facebook to the eighty year
old men who is still trying to understand how a cash machine works,
the writers’ eye goes through the
Italian cities: doomsday scenarios
borrowed from fantasy literature, nihilist existential breakthroughs, fear and fascination toward
the new world that will come.
Young Lions is a project of Poste
Italiane (realized in collaboration
with Mondo Digitale Foundation)
with the objective of improving
the process of digitalisation of the
country, by promoting the access to
new services for old persons who are
at risk of exclusion. A book that is a

Edited by
ANGELO FERRACUTI
and

MARCO FILONI
A book that is a challenge
and wants to narrate
what still doesn’t exist,
with the visionary eye of
literature.
• 250 pages
• february 2017
• short stories

challenge and wants to narrate that
part of Italy that still doesn’t exist,
with the visionary eye of literature and from two opposite points of
view, the one of who is passing the
shadow line of youth and the other
one of who is walking down the last
mile, between passion, disenchantment and desire of knowledge.

THE AUTHORS FEBRUARY 2017

Franco Arminio
Andrea Bajani
Paolo Di Stefano
Angelo Ferracuti
Alessandro Leogrande
Giancarlo Liviano D’Arcangelo
Igiaba Scego
Nadia Terranova
Stefano Valenti

Nine Italian cities for nine writers who narrate the exchange of humanity between young
and old persons, until the imagination of the
new world of tomorrow.
A meeting of generations on the wave of new
technologies.

NEW TITLE APRIL 2017

FICTION

MARTA
ZURA-PUNTARONI
GEO
Great Oniric Age

8 The life of the young Marta
is an impatient journey through the boulevards in Paris, the
squares in Siena and through the
woods in Marche. It’s a journey
intertwined with absolute and
absolutely wrong loves, dusted
with drugs and beauty products
to control anxiety, stubbornly
waiting for that happiness that is
waiting somewhere. Marta knows
that she has drown the right card
in the wheel of fate, everything
was prepared in order to make
things go well for her, but her feeling fine is just the smooth and
illusory surface of an iced lake.
Marta moves in the centre, where
the crust is thinner and you can’t
perceive danger. But she doesn’t resign herself to stay there.
She backs to the surface, through
the waves of dreams and drugs,
through the waves of her family
stories and her fatal passion

A big and wrong love, a
defeated depression, a
moving novel that refuses
resignation. The burning
debut of a young Italian
writer.

• 200 pages
• april 2017
• novel

for a man much older than her.
Great Oniric Age is an impolite novel, bravely sincere and moving, sustained by
a virtuous, vivid and dreamy language. It’s a comingof-age story of a young woman
in the confusion of the present.

THE AUTHOR APRIL 2017

Marta Zura-Puntaroni was born in San Severino Marche
and she now lives in Siena, where she studied Hispano-American literature. She works as a social media manager in the fashion  field and she maintains the blog Diario di una Snob. Great
Oniric Age is her debut novel.

NEW TITLE OCTOBER 2016

FICTION

ANDREA CISI
THE FLOOD

8 Umberto is forty and works
in a factory in the deep North of
Italy. We are in 2015 and, except
working, days are scored by rock
music, going out all nigh long in
local clubs and tragicomic amateur
football competitions on the
peripheral frozen grounds. The fact
is that Umberto has also a family
(Lisa, his wife; Sebastiano, a child
who grows quickly; and Fulvia,
a cat capable of long telepathic
conversations), and he is afraid
he no longer belongs to his household. Even his birth family
is not a solid support. Maybe
it’s time to cross the long
shadow line we call youth.

On the track of Tondelli,
Cisi gives us a bittersweet
story set in the Italian
province of the
noughties.

• 420 pages
• october 2016
• novel

With The Flood, Andrea Cisi
tells us a story in which people
both laugh and cry, looking for a
meaning and an identity in a period
of time that seem to be denied at
every step, vividly representing
the beautiful Italian province of

2000’s: a heart that never stops
beating, a place of the soul much
richer, more confusing and unpredictable than you might think.

THE AUTHOR OCTOBER 2016

Andrea Cisi (Cremona, 1972) works as a metalworker. In addition to short stories included in many anthologies, he published
the novels Così come viene (Transeuropa, 2000), Aye. Are You
Experienced? (Bevivino/ Convegno, 2003), Cronache dalla
Ditta (Mondadori, 2008) and Meterra (Mondadori, 2011).

“Andrea Cisi has the formidable skill of creating characters. I
would think of his novel as a mix of the Italian-style comedy and
Woody Allen, between We All Loved Each Other So Much and Annie Hall. Imagine the journals of John Cheever back to nowadays,
set in the Italian province, but they can also make you laugh.”
Veronica Raimo - Rolling Stone
“Andrea Cisi lives on a rare commodity among Italian writers [...]
he lives on funny dialogues, written in the way it should be. And he
makes us laugh out loud.”
Mariarosa Mancuso - Il Foglio

HIGHLIGHT SEPTEMBER 2016

FICTION

CLAUDIA DURASTANTI
CLEOPATRA GOES TO
PRISON

8
In the summer of 2004,
Caterina goes to see her boyfriend
at Rebibbia Prison. They are both
wild flowers of the extreme
outskirts of Rome, and, in the
past, they tried to build a dream
together: to run a strip-tease club.
Caterina, as a teenager, had also
been a dancer, but after an injury she had to quit; in the last few
years she had been performing as
a stripper in her and Aurelio’s strip
club. He has been in prison for
some months. He is convinced that
somebody set him up. During the
prison talk Aurelio asked Caterina
if she knew something. She says no.
How would Aurelio react if he knew
that, as soon as she had left the
prison, Caterina gets in bed with
the policeman who arrested him?

An unusual, feverish and
tropical Rome, and a protagonist equally changeable and
dark: a novel, and a writer,
that you will carry in your
heart for a long time.

• 130 pages
• september 2016
• novel

Cleopatra Goes to Prison is a breathtaking, hard and twisty novel.
It tells about Rome, wider and
more unknown than what we could
think reading the newspapers,

and above all about its outskirts,
the real place where stories
are born during these years.
And
it
tells
about
who,
despite of delusions and broken
dreams, keeps living and loving.

THE AUTHOR SEPTEMBER 2016

Claudia Durastanti (Brooklyn,1984) is an Italian writer, naturalized
as a USA citizen. She published for Marsilio two novels, Un giorno verrò
a lanciare sassi alla tua finestra (2010) and A Chloe, per le ragioni sbagliate (2013). With her first novel she won the Premio Castiglioncello
Opera Prima and the Premio Mondello Giovani. She writes for several
newspapers and reviews. She lives in London. One of her short stories
(published in L’età della febbre, minimum fax 2015) has been translated
in English and published in The Los Angeles Review of Books.
“Claudia Durastanti is very good in doing puzzles of many lives
that overcrowd nowadays stretched outskirts: homes with a
TV always switched on, theme parks camping near buildings,
money floating out somehow, sex and drugs routine.”
Paolo Mauri - la Repubblica
“Claudia Durastanti is good,
very good. She has an enviable
control over her style and
language, she constructs
highborw articulate plots and
stories.”
Blow Up

“Claudia Durastanti confirms her true talent, full of existential
and deep pain.”
Antonio Monda – La Repubblica
“Claudia Durastanti, who was born in 1984, constructs a cogent
and tough novel. The author knows how to put herself in the
shoes of who lives without any supports, she knows how to create different worlds through few lines of close dialogue.”
Frederika Randall – Internazionale

HIGHLIGHT JUNE 2016

FICTION

ALESSIO TORINO
TINA

8 Tina, a preadolescent girl that
everyone mistakes for a boy, gets
to Pantelleria with her mother
and her sister Bea. It seems to
be a normal summer holyday, but
this is not the case. Some months
before, Tina’s father left his wife
to chase a lover much younger
then him. Tina and Bea see changing moods on their mother face:
sadness, optimism, desperation.
But at their age even the tragedy of the end of familiar unity
can take the shape of an adventure. A further difficulty is the pre
sence of strange figures on the
island: a French world-class swimmer by whom Tina is fascinated,
her boyfriend who strikes at Bea’s
heart, a desperate man who attracts
her mother more than he should.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
GERMANY (HoCa)

“The adults theatrics and the
watchful eyes of a young girl.
Thanks to small narrative
touches, without comments
or asides, the reader finds
himself in a world of which,
action by action, he discovers
with Tina the plots and the
unspoken.”
Goffredo Fofi,
• 140 pages
• june 2016
• novel

Summer goes on but before it ends the impact with sufferance given by the change,
even though put off, will be felt.

Torino creates a perfect narrative frame for one of the most classical passages: the excruciating
moment in which we grow to
adulthood and we realize that
we irreparably lost something.

THE AUTHOR JUNE 2016

Alessio Torino (Urbino, 1975) began publishing in 2010 with the novel
Eleven Tenths (Bagutta Prize for the first novel, Frontino Award), which
was followed in 2011 by the novel Lockjaw  (finalist  at  Tropea  Prize
2012, winner of Lo Straniero Prize 2012) and Urbino, Nebraska (2013)
published by minimum fax.
English sample available for Urbino, Nebraska.
Cinema rights for Lockjaw have been sold to France (Opera Films) to
realize a short film based on the novel.

“Alessio Torino, the writer
who finds in provincialism
and microcosms the best
frame for his stories of essential architecture.
A master at transforming routine in adventure.”
Corriere della Sera

“The adults theatrics and the watchful eyes of a young girl.
Thanks to small narrative touches, without comments or asides,
the reader finds himself in a world of which, action by action,
he discovers with Tina the plots and the unspoken.”
Goffredo Fofi – Internazionale
“From one novel to an other Alessio Torino refined his style,
traced his inspiration back to a recognisable unitary value and
showed that each town, deeply explored, could reveal a secret
capital.”
Alessandro Zaccuri, Avvenire
“Alessio Torino’s book reminds us that each epoch tries to say
again, with its own language, the eternal matter of human
beings.”
Filippo La Porta, XL - la Repubblica

HIGHLIGHT FEBRUARY 2016

FICTION

GIORDANO MEACCI
THE BOAR WHO SHOT
LIBERTY VALANCE

8

SHROTLISTED FOR 2016
STREGA PRIZE
Giordano Meacci is one of the
screenwriters of
Non essere cattivo,
Claudio Caligari’s last movie,
presented at 2015 Venice Film
Festival, nominated for Oscars
2016 Foreign Language Film
and selected for
2016 David di Donatello Award.
• 400 pages
• february 2016
• novel

In the imaginary little town of
Corsignano – located between Toscana
and Umbria – life goes on as usual.
There are people who work, women
who betray their men and men that,
after having lost their fortunes by
playing cards, get into troubles.
There is an old woman who remembers
the day when she was abandoned at
the altar, a crooked lawyer, two beautiful sisters who stand out for prostitution and a little girl who risks to die.
There is also a little community of boars that scampers through
the nearby woods, as it usually happens in the provinces of central Italy.
It happens that one day one of these
boars, hit by a ray of light just in
the middle of his forehead, acquires in a mysterious way capacities that go beyond his own nature.
Not only he is able to elaborate thoughts just like a human being
does but, just like we do, he also
becomes aware of death. He is too
human to be accepted by his counterparts, and too much beast not

to be frightened by human beings:
“the boar who shot Liberty Valance”
suddenly finds himself in a no man’s
land that on one hand throws him in
solitude and on the other hand gives
him the capacity/faculty of entering in the secrets of Corsignano, by
reading in the hearts of its inhabitants more than how they are able to
do (because of their cynism or fear).

THE AUTHOR FEBRUARY 2016
Giordano Meacci (1971) wrote the narrative reportage Pasolini Professor
(minimum fax, 2000), the essay Fuori i secondi - Guida ai personaggi minori
(Holden Maps - Rizzoli, 2002) and the collection of short stories Tutto quello
che posso (minimum fax, 2005). With Accademia degli Scrausi he published
La lingua cantata (Garamond, 1994), Versi rock (Rizzoli, 1996) and Parola
di scrittore (minimum fax, 1997).

“Meacci’s imagery is broad,
complex, rich of cinematographic, musical and
literary suggestions.
The narration masterfully
keeps together alternating
voices. Meacci realizes
an extraordinary work on language, he experiments
and chisels each word used.”
Corriere della Sera

“The latest Italian work more related to DeLillo’s Underworld.
Saying polyphony for this novel would be an understatement.
A free novel. A proof of unrestrained literature. A challenge to
the “nicey-nicey”, to the delicious, to the rules of good governance and fairness.”
la Repubblica
“The boar who shot Liberty Valance, Giordano Meacci’s debut
novel, is a book that doesn’t leave any way out. Meacci’s writing
accumulates an expressive subject of many facets, from
sensorial perceptions to theological consciousness
to intuitions on what is anticipation. The adventure
of the language, the shining of the sentences, some passages of
prestigious punctuation, words that swarm
through the page like stars in a galaxy.”
il manifesto
“Giordano Meacci, there is a new Foster Wallace in the Italian
Apennines.”
Il Fatto Quotidiano

HIGHLIGHT JANUARY 2015

FICTION

MARCO PEANO
THE INVENTION OF
MOTHER

8 There is one test in life that everyo-

RIGHTS SOLD TO FRANCE
(Phébus)

BOOK OF THE YEAR 2015
Fahrenheit (Radio 3)
Winner of PREMIO VOLPONI
Opera Prima 2015
• 280 pages
• january 2015
• novel

ne has to face: saying goodbye to the
persons we love. Mattia is an everyday
man. He lives in a small town, he
works in a video store, he’s got a girlfriend, and he will maybe find one
day the necessary power to realize his
projects, those projects that he carries
on without a firm belief. His existence
seems to be normal, until his mother
gets a cancer. From that moment his
life overturns like in a daily horror
movie where even the most apparently common events become obstacles
that have to be heroically overcome.
Doctors do their job with a cold competence, and it’s not easy to understand how to behave in front of them.
The relationship with his relatives
reveals its true nature as his mother’s
illness advances, the compassion of
his friends makes him engage a cruel
and exhausting fight. Furthermore,
strange anonymous letters about his
father begin to arrive. Even his girlfriend seems different under the fire of
a sufferance that burns without pause.

But in this journey, in which everything seems to be scandalously out
of place (and revelatory at the same
time), the relationship between
Mattia and his mother is the deepest emotional dimension, a place of
the soul where things, in the very
same moment in which abandon us,
finally reveal their true meaning.

THE AUTHOR JANUARY 2015
With the power and passion of true writers, Marco Peano faces the
most difficult, and yet obliged, topic. Without withdrawing
in front of the brutality of the illness, The Invention of Mother prodigiously gets to touch the opposite pole of the less of belief. It’s not
a low cost consolation, but the miraculous capacity of literature
of giving shape (and sense) to what seems to be meaningless.

“We are beyond every rational bond, that is where literature
should venture.”
Giorgio Vasta, il manifesto
Marco Peano was born in Turin in
1979. He is editor of Italian literature
for Einaudi. This is his first novel.
“The Invention of Mother by
Marco Peano cures, it does
not sicken.”
Michela Murgia

“Theme, title, cover will last over and beyond book charts.”
Valeria Parrella, Grazia
“An attempt of pacification with nature and life, all through one
death.”
Gianni Santoro, la Repubblica
“It’s very rare to find such a mature and vital debut novel.”
Marcello Fois
“The Invention of Mother is the debut novel of an aware writer,
who focused and hit his target.”
Diego De Silva, Il Mattino

HIGHLIGHT SEPTEMBER 2012

FICTION

PAOLO COGNETTI
SOFIA ALWAYS
WEARS BLACK

8 Sofia is a complex, restless woman

RIGHTS SOLD TO:
The NETHERLANDS
(Athenaeum/Polak &Van
Gennep)
FRANCE (Liana Levi)
CROATIA (Fraktura)
MACEDONIA (TIR)
PRIZES:
Selected for the Strega Prize
• 201 pages
• september 2012
• novel

from Northern Italy whose story
we follow for thirty years: from her
childhood in a seemingly peaceful
middle-class family during the’80s
to her troubled adolescence in the
’90s, to her liberating discovery of
sex and her passion for theatre, to
the moment when, in New York at
the beginning of a new century, she
must take stock of her life so far.
Compellingly readable and emotionally charged, this novel is poised to
be Cognetti’s definitive breakthrough.
“A beautiful novel. A restless
and unforgettable female
“Sofia is a little nasty Bovary,
character.”
la Repubblica black like her dresses, a
young Karenina who
betrays only herself.”
Il Giornale
“For the poignancy and sheer
quality of his writing,
“Paolo Cognetti is a true writer,
Cognetti can compete
he knows what he wants
with the great
and what he’s doing.”
American writers.”
Internazionale
Linus
THE AUTHOR SEPTEMBER 2012

Paolo Cognetti (Milan, 1978) is the author of two acclaimed shortstory collections (his first, Handbook for Successful Girls, sold more
than 10,000 copies; his second, A small thing about to explode, won the
Premio Settembrini and the Premio Renato Fucini, and was shortlisted
for the Premio Chiara), with the novel Sofia Always Wears Black was
consacrated as one of the best voices in contemporary Italian literature.
“Is it possibile to portray a female character, as a child, a teenager and then a young woman fickles as a flame? Paolo
Cognetti does it, and the result is wonderful.”
Elle

“The most beautiful book of
2012. Read it, and Sofia
will stay with you
forever.”
Vanity Fair
“Cognetti’s prose is masterful.”
Blow Up

“One of the most compassionate voices of his generation.”
Famiglia Cristiana
“Paolo Cognetti builds up a perfectly oiled machine of
imprecision.”
Le nouvel Observateur
“Cognetti is exquisitely perceptive when describing women.”
Maire Claire

NON FICTION

NEW TITLES
FRANCIS S. FITZGERALD EVER YOURS, SCOTT FITZ
C. D’ELIA e G. SERUGHETTI BODIES OF EVIDENCE
AA.VV. THE LITTLE LEXICON OF THE BIG EXODUS

HIGHLIGHTS
BERNARDO BERTOLUCCI CINEMA FOR THE FIRST TIME
LUCA BRIASCO AMERICANA
STEFANO LIBERTI THE LORDS OF FOOD

NEW TITLE APRIL 2017

NON FICTION

FRANCIS S.
FITZGERALD
EVER YOURS,
SCOTT FITZ

8 Fitzgerald was not yet 22 when

Letters

to the agent,
the editor and his friends
writers

Edited by Leonardo G.
Luccone

• 150 pages
• april 2017
• essay

he gave himself three objectives: to
marry Zelda Sayre, to write books
“of perennial value” and to gain a lot
of money in order to live “over the
top”. During all his career he gained an astronomical sum of money
that he pulverized without knowing
how, living like a man who is always
in need of money, writing short stories one after the other and begging advances on future incomes.
But how was really his life
like? Full of parties, villas and dissipation? Not at all.
In this book Luccone collected
the letters that Fitzgerald
wrote during his life to his
editor Maxwell Perkins, to
his agent Harold Ober and
to his friends writers –
Hemingway, Wilson – that played a central role in his existence.
These letters and their context,
reconstructed in an agile and thrilling story, show the unsuspecting portrait of a sad, fragile

and lonely writer, tireless in his
mission; an intellectual who intervened in every phase of the editorial
work on his books and on the books
written by others (as an avid reader
of manuscripts, as a scout, as an
editor, as a publicist), an immense
talent that in the name of art sacrificed himself, until being consumed.

THE AUTHOR APRIL 2017

Francis Scott Fitzgerald (1896-1940) is one of the greatest
authors of the 20th century. Among his works published by minimum fax, translated by Italian contemporary writers: Tender Is
the Night, The great Gatsby, Tales of the Jazz Age, The Beautiful
and The Dammned, This Side of Paradise.

NEW TITLE APRIL 2017

NON FICTION

CECILIA D’ELIA
GIORGIA SERUGHETTI
BODIES OF EVIDENCE

8 Appeals to ban surrogate
motherhood, prohibition of prostitution, increased penalties and
obliged paths to get out of genre
violence: more and more frequently in Italy, the necessity of punishing or increasing penalties to
defend women dignity is invoked
by the public debates about vivid
and controversial themes as those
about women’s body and freedom.

WOMEN, BANS AND FREEDOM

A

new approach, a new
way of intending the
word feminism: not as a
protection and defence
of women but as a
revolutionary possibility
of changing the world.

• 250 pages
• april 2017
• essay

But when feminism surrenders to the temptation of banning and crime, does nothing
but falling in the populist and
prohibitionist trap, betraying
its own liberating vocation.
It instead could be still revolutionary in a world where this
word has given its best results
and this even more in our country where the system of rights –
even though imperfect- has made
great strides, this word can find
again its meaning by evoking a

sense of freedom and emancipation not only for women, but
also for those men who want
to grow as conscious citizens.

THE AUTHORS APRIL 2017

Cecilia D’Elia, councillor for social and health policies in
Rome, has always been interested in women rights, in books,
reviews and blogs on this theme.
Giorgia Serughetti writes about women, migration, asylum.
She is the author of Uomini che pagano le donne. Dalla strada
al web, i clienti nel mercato del sesso contemporaneo (Ediesse
2013).

NEW TITLE JANUARY 2017

NON FICTION

AA. VV.
THE LITTLE LEXICON
OF THE BIG EXODUS

8 The migrant crisis has now
turned out to be a continuous
and apparently unstoppable Big
Exodus. An issue that involves
external and internal boundaries of
the countries in question, making
governments and citizens come
to terms with unresolved tangles
inherited from the last century
History: racism, policies of identity and fear of different cultures.
With this Little Lexicon of the
Big Exodus the editors, a psychotherapist and an Arabist,
have tried to build a vocabulary of the migrant crisis through
eighty-three lemmas that explain
the economical and the refugees
migrations, the historical migration and the migration of the stories of people, exploring not only
the impact, the psychological
and political challenges, but also
those dynamics and procedures
with which Europe and Italy face
the crisis: from the hotspot to the
Dublin Treaty, from the allowan-

EDITED BY
FABRICE OLIVIER DUBOSC AND
NIJMI EDRES

An

agile consultation and
reflection tool to properly
understand the migrant
crisis through 83 lemmas.

• 296 pages
• january 2017
• essay

ce to the second generation refugees, from the economical incidence of the migrant work to the
ghosts of the radical Islamism.
An agile tool of consultation
and reflection for general
public interested in understanding one of the crucial
phenomenon of our days.

THE AUTHORS JANUARY 2017

Fabrice Olivier Dubosc is psychotherapist, an intercultural
therapist and trainer.
Nijmi Edres is a cultural mediator and Arabist. She deals with
minorities, second generations, refugees in transit, Muslim law.

HIGHLIGHT NOVEMBER 2016

NON FICTION

BERNARDO
BERTOLUCCI
CINEMA FOR THE
FIRST TIME

8
Cineaste and cinéphile,
Bernardo Bertolucci narrates
himself and his beloved cinema in almost 40 interviews that
retraced half-century of his movie
production, from his first film La
commare secca (1962) to the most
recent Io e te (2012). This book was
born after many years of research
in the archives of cinema and performing arts libraries. It recollects
a selection of interviews and
conversations, from the beginnings of Bertolucci’s career to
the present days, published on
cinema and performing art reviews
and in national and international
newspapers, that are often worked out by other directors (among
them Clare Peploe, Wim Wenders,
Andy Warhol, Robert Aldrich e
James Franco) or writers (Dacia
Maraini, John Guare) and they
always share the same fidelity to
the present and have always in
common what Bernardo himself
calls “heart intermittency”. In the

EDITED BY
TIZIANA LO PORTO

Conversations on
art and life

• 350 pages
• october 2016
• essay

words of the interviews that followed each film (or that were realized on the set of the movies) we
find the right balance between ethic
and esthetic that is part of his work,
realized without compromise and
with coherence, with the constant
knowledge that “the most important
thing is to be faithful to ourselves”.

THE AUTHOR NOVEMBER 2016

Bernardo Bertolucci (1941) directed, among the others, Ultimo tango a Parigi, Novecento, L’ultimo imperatore, Il tè nel deserto, Il piccolo Buddha, Io ballo da sola, L’assedio, The dreamers. In 2011 he was
awarded the Honorary Palm d’Or.

“We are facing an unaware biography. A play in which present, past and future often change collocation, flashbacks
imagine different plots, and the border between desire and
reality appears and then disappears.”
L’espresso

Tiziana Lo Porto (Bolzano 1972) is a translator and journalist.
She translated, among the others, Charles Bukowski, Tom Wolfe
and James Franco. She writes about books, comics and music for la
Repubblica, D la Repubblica delle donne, XL and Orwell. She lives
in Rome.

HIGHLIGHT NOVEMBER 2016

NON FICTION

LUCA BRIASCO
AMERICANA
BOOKS, AUTHORS
AND STORIES OF
CONTEMPORARY
AMERICA

8 The attentive listening to the
American literature that marked
the entire career of Luca Briasco
as an editor, translator and journalist it is now transformed in a gallery of illustrious portraits. By presenting the work and poetics of
forty authors through the focal lens
of one of their writings – from
The Floating Opera by John Barth
to Tenth of December by George
Saunders, from Less Than Zero
by Bret Easton Ellis to American
Tabloid by James Ellroy, passing by Stephen King, Jonathan
Lethem,
Cormac
McCarthy,
Thomas Pynchon, David Foster
Wallace and arriving to Richard
Yates’ Revolutionary Road –
Briasco leads us into a rich and
curious path of reading and inquiry.
Americana runs through the
tracks of those writers who
explored the territory of the
“great American novel”, investigating its tones, registers, shades, and creates a space in which

From one of the most distinguished Italian americanists,
a gallery of marvellous protraits, an essential guide that
will lead you into the territory of the great literature.

• 350 pages
• september 2016
• essay

the curiosity of both the reader
and the author converge: an outof-academy dialogue that leads
to the discovery, or re-discovery,
of authors that have left a permanent impression in USA culture and that have been loved and
worshiped in our country, too.

THE AUTHOR NOVEMBER 2016

Luca Briasco, americanist and editor for Einaudi Stile Libero,
together with Mattia Carratello, edited La Letteratura Americana
dal 1900 a oggi (Einaudi 2011). As editorial director of Fanucci, he
invented the book series Avant-Pop and he published, as first title
the collection, Schegge d’America. Nuove avanguardie letterarie.
Briasco is also the Italian voice of Joe R. Lansdale, Howard Marks, Paul
Harding, Richard Powers, Jim Thompson, J.G. Ballard, Daniel Mendelsohn.

“This book of apparent “literary criticism” proves to be an
investigation full of stories.”
Il Venerdì di Repubblica

“Briasco has managed a feat that few others succeeded at: to
trace a fresco that runs through the most important trends of US
literature without being definitive. It’s almost like a sky map that,
by indicating some of the shiniest stars of the vast American sky,
traces possible constellations, leaving the possibility for the reader
to connect the dots in a different way and draw alternative pictures,
discover new connexions, construct its own cross-references.”
Il manifesto
“A path through the work and poetics of forty great north American authors, from Kurt Vonnegut to contemporary generations:
Franzen, Eggers, Eugenides and Safran Foer.”
Internazionale
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increasing. In 2011 the 7 billion mark
was reached. According to UN projections, the figure will reach 9 billion
in 2050, with a gradual, increasingly worrying growth as food resources
become scarcer and scarcer. A huge
population bomb is expected to bust
in the near future. Not only is the availability of food becoming inadequate;
some densely populated newly developing countries, e.g. the PRC (People’s
Republic of China), are also rapidly
changing their eating habits, with a
growing consumption of resourceand energy-intensive food, such as
farmed meat. This potentially catastrophic situation is also an extraordinary business opportunity for groups
investing in the sector. In an economic situation where investments in
the financial market are increasingly risky, speculative capital is massively moving towards certain asset
back-ups, including staple food products, land for food production and
the agro-food industry in general.

Major financial groups, multination agri-business corporations and
merchant banks are investing billions of dollars into producing and
marketing a type of food which will
become more and more expensive
for consumers, and consequently
more and more profitable for sellers.

THE AUTHOR SEPTEMBER 2016
Stefano Liberti (1974) is a journalist. His international reports appears
since years on il manifesto and other major international newspapers
and magazine. With his first  book, about migration routes from Africa to
Europe, he has won the 2010 Indro Montanelli Prize for Journalism, the
Marco Luchetta Prize and the Carletti Prize for Social Journalism.
What critics said about Land Grabbing:

Rights for Land Grabbing,
Liberti’s previous reportage,
have been sold to:
• World English, Verso books
• Germany, Rotbuch
• France, Rue de l’échiquier
• Venezuela, Ed. Puntocero
• Spain/South America, Taurus
• Korea, Redian media
• China, World Affair Press

“This book is simply marvelous, prefectly correct in its observations and smart in its conclusions. We have fun and we learn at
the same time in every page: it’s a real pleasure to follow this report. Stefano Liberti is more than a great journalist: he is a great
writer.”
Olivier De Schutter, UN Rapporteur on the Right to Food
“Liberti does not spend much time on predictions; his trip covers
a messy present. But in what he discovers and documents on his
tour of our food chain, there are lessons to be learnt as we prepare for a testing future.”
The Financial Times
“One of the most thoughtful analyses of agrarian capitalism is
also one of the 21st century’s most gripping travelogues. Liberti’s
precise, occasionally wicked, sketches aren’t merely enjoyable
for their own sake. They’re a reminder that both the commission
of and the struggle against the global food crisis involve real
people.”
Raj Patel

